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  Main text
The UK has a long history of meteorite falls (where the meteorite fireball is witnessed, and the stone
recovered, dating back to 1623 (MetBull, 2020). But the last meteorite fall in the UK was nearly 30
years ago when the Glatton stone, an L6 ordinary chondrite was recovered in 1991 (Hutchinson et
al., 1991). Meteorite falls are important samples as they are usually recovered within days of the
fireball event. As such, they have not experienced the deleterious effects terrestrial weathering that
can change their extraterrestrial mineralogy, chemistry and isotopic composition (Bland et al.,
2006). In exceptional circumstances rapidly recovered falls may have avoided rainfall so that soluble
extraterrestrial minerals such as salts may be preserved (Chan et al., 2018). Therefore, meteorite
falls represent much more pristine extraterrestrial material than their find counterparts within the
same group, and consequently, characterisation of their texture and chemical signatures provides a
clearer window into solar system processes. However, even falls are limited in their interpretive
power as the geological context of the stone (i.e. where in the solar system it originated from) is
unknown.
To derive this contextual information requires the imaging of the fireball event from multiple
geographical positions (Devillepoix et al., 2020). This data provides two vital pieces of information;
the initial orbit of the meteoroid can be calculated and the final fall position can be predicted with
increased accuracy (Devillepoix et al., 2020). As such, dedicated fireball camera networks (Bowden,
2006) are entering ‘a golden age’ with improvements in hardware and software capabilities as well
as a reduction in production costs (Spurný et al., 2014). Continent-scale observatories have been
established (Howie et al., 2017) and global networks are under construction (Devillepoix et al.,
2020). In addition, these same developments have enabled the amateur astronomy community to
construct their own networks either as groups or individuals with functional data pipelines and
observations that can rival funded networks. Consequently, the number of recovered meteorite falls
with orbits globally has grown rapidly over recent years (Borovička et al., 2015).
The UK is a hotbed for such activity but does not have a recent recovered meteorite fall…yet. There
are currently two active academically funded networks in the UK: the UK Fireball Network (UKFN:
part of the Global Fireball Observatory built on the hardware and software developed by the Desert
Fireball Network in Australia), and the System for Capture of Asteroid and Meteorite Paths (SCAMP;
the UK arm of the French-led Fireball Recovery and InterPlanetary Observation Network (FRIPON))
(Figure 1, 2). In addition, there are two major amateur networks the UK Meteor Observation
Network (UKMON), and NEMETODE, as well as an emerging presence of the Raspberry-Pi based
Global Meteor Network and countless individual citizen scientists also imaging the UK night skies
(Figure 1, 2).
However, environmental factors in the UK such as light pollution and regular low-lying cloud cover
means that a single fireball may not be captured multiple times by one network, preventing them
from calculating an orbit and accurate fall position. As such, these networks, together with UK
planetary scientists and National museums, have formed a collaborative data-sharing initiative
called the UK Fireball Alliance (UKFAll) in order to maximise the chances of capturing a meteorite-
dropping fireball event that makes landfall on the UK.
Since the initiation of UKFAll in late 2018 many joint fireball observations have been made between
UK networks including a fireball on the 16th February 2020 that likely dropped a few 10s of grams of
extraterrestrial material into the North Sea (Figure 3).
However, the diversity of hardware, software and data processing pipelines for capturing fireball
events vary between camera networks. This hinders the speed of detecting and triangulating a
meteorite-dropping fireball event as each fireball requires a bespoke solution to translate the data
into the other networks’ format. A consistent method for rapidly transferring and converting the
diversity of outputs produced by each network into a standard format that can be read and utilised
by each network is required and is critical to facilitate a rapid UK response to fireball events and
associated recovery effort.
Here we describe the first iteration of a new code that will enable rapid conversion of data outputs
from both video and still image camera networks. The code provides an effective bridging solution,
while the ultimate aim is to agree and implement a globally accepted standardised format for fireball
observations that can be readily transferred and utilised between camera networks to facilitate
meteorite fall recovery.
We also describe the logistical issues encountered by UKFAll and the solutions being implemented,
including: recruitment of citizen scientists as searchers; conduct and liability issues; and best
practice for collection.
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